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Chapter 1254 Splash... 

The next moment, a large snake head suddenly appeared in front of Luna, 
opening its huge mouth and biting toward her head. It seemed eager to 
devour her in one gulp. 

Even in the water, Luna could feel the strong and pungent smell of blood 
coming toward her. Splash... 

The beast was swift, but Luna was much more powerful than before. With a 
casual swing of her legs, she gracefully leaped away and avoided any harm. 

After a few meters, she turned around and saw the snake clearly. It was an 
exceptionally fierce creature. 

The snake's head was flat like an iron, forming a triangular shape. Drool kept 
dripping from the corners of its mouth, spreading in the water and turning it 
into a dark green color. It was clear that it was a lethal toxin. 

In terms of overall shape, it was very similar to the demon snake from before; 
except its head was much smaller. It was about a tenth to an eighth of the 
demon snake’s size. 

Hiss... 

The lesser demon snake was furious that its attack was evaded by someone 
as small as Luna. It roared in anger and spewed venom, lunging at her once 
again. 

“You're seeking death!” 

Acold light flashed in Luna’s eyes. Immediately, a brilliant blade light appeared 
in her right hand. It was the Sanguis Blade. Swoosh... 

Just as the lesser demon snake lunged again, Luna raised her hand and 
cleanly beheaded it with the sharp Sanguis Blade. 5225a 



Splash... 

Rumble... 

Despite having lost its head, the lesser demon snake remained fierce. Its 
large and thick body continued to roll and thrash around. 

Even a martial realm expert would undoubtedly suffer if they were hit by it. Of 
course, it was no longer a threat to Luna. 

“Could it be that this is the source of that killing intent?” Luna distanced herself 
and watched silently as the lesser demon snake gradually stopped moving. 

No! She quickly shook her head, denying her own speculation. 

Although the snake was formidable, it could not be considered a ‘daemon’. At 
most, it was just a lackey under the command of the daemon. 

Perhaps... 

Luna thought again. This might be the so-called recognition that Adeptus 
Cirrus mentioned. She just did not know what she needed to do to gain the 
daemon’s complete approval. 

Splash... Rustle... 

While Luna was contemplating, waves suddenly crashed toward her from 
deeper in the water, almost sweeping her away. 

Something big was coming! 

Luna’s heart tightened as she gripped the Sanguis Blade. Swoosh... 

Whoosh... 

Splash... 

Uncountable lesser demon snakes surged forward. 

The lesser demon snakes were much larger than the previous one, but still 
not as large as the one in Mount Valdez. They came like a rolling wave, filled 
with Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 



endless hostility. The momentum was like a stampede on the vast plains. It 
was with thunderous anger that could crush mountains! Luna’s heart tightened 
as she prepared to swim upward. 

Her strength in the water was greatly reduced, but the lesser demon snake 
could move with ease. Fighting them in their territory while she was 
disadvantaged would be unwiseHowever, just as she had that thought, she 
found that more and more lesser demon snakes were coming. She could see 
numerous lesser demon snakes swarming in the distance. Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

She was surrounded! 

Swoosh... 

Now, her only option was to fight. 

The large size of the lesser demon snakes was an advantage for Luna. 

She weaved between them, wielding the Sanguis Blade like an extension of 
herself. Each swing and stab took the life of a lesser demon snake. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

However, there were just too many. 

After killing three to five, seven to eight more would surround her. 

Chapter 1255 

Chapter 1255 

Luna could only retreat while fighting 

Splash... 

Suddenly, a huge force swept toward her, unparalleled and overwhelming, 
and sucked her into a passage! Surrounded by numerous demon snakes, she 
was caught off guard and sucked into the vortex. Splash... 

Splash... 

The lesser demon snakes watched from a distance, not daring to approach. 



Then, they all left. The area was calm again. 

Luna did not understand what happened. 

“Ugh...” 

When she woke up, she found herself lying in a cave. There was nothing else 
here but ice and snow. The ground and walls of the cave were covered with 
ice crystals; and stalactites were seen hanging from the top. 

It was exquisite and crystal clear, yet puzzling. “Hiss.” 

Before Luna could think about it, she felt the bone-chilling cold which caused 
her to shiver involuntarily. She had to channel her inner energy to resist the 
cold. 

Rattle... 

Rattle... 

Just then, there was a crisp sound of iron chains behind her. 

Luna instinctively turned to look. Then, she was immediately dumbfounded! 

Behind her, a vaguely humanoid creature had appeared at some point. She 
had an exquisitely beautiful heart-shaped face with no flaws, with smooth and 
delicate skin that almost reflected the surrounding ice crystals, tempting one 
to reach out 

and touch. Her eyes were extremely profound and captivating as if wanting to 
speak but holding back. 

However, from the slender and pure neck downward, everything changed. 
She was naked on the bottom, with countless scales covering her raised chest 
all the way to her slender waist. 

Further down, it was no longer the appearance of a human but a standing 
snake tail that supported it. It was a lamia! 

Just several months ago, Luna was still working diligently in New Moon 
Corporation as well as a staunch materialist. 



However, as things unfolded one by one, Luna was able to dodge bullets, 
block bullets, was unafraid of bullets, and even fly freely. This series of events 
exceeded her comprehension. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Now, she encountered a lamia, a species that only existed in legends... 

With the influence of the demon snake's power and the Sanguis Blade, Luna 
had already developed an extremely strong heart. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

However, at that moment, she remained silent because it was simply too 
shocking. She stood there, forgetting how to react until... 

Rattle... 

With another sound of chains, the lamia moved and headed straight toward 
Luna. Its hands were soft and agile like a long whip made of python skin. In 
the blink of an eye, it closed in on Luna’s face and was about to strike heavily. 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Swoosh... 

Luna responded to the instinctive perception of danger and leaned back, 
narrowly avoiding the lamia’s hands. Then, with a flick of her right hand, the 
Sanguis Blade appeared. 

Swish... 

Before she could counterattack, the lamia charged again. 

Chapter 1256 

Chapter 1256 

The seemingly soft hands possessed unimaginable strength and effortlessly 
caught Luina’s invincible and unstoppable Sanguis Blade. 

The strike only left a shallow mark on the surface. 

On the contrary, Luna was struck by the lamia’s force and blasted more than 
ten steps away, each step creating deep craters on the icy surface. 



However, the lamia did not give Luna a chance to recover. Just as Luna was 
retreating, the lamia suddenly soared into the air, drawing an astonishing arc 
like an acrobat, and landed in front of Luna. 

With a single move, she grabbed Luna’s fair and slender neck. Clang... Luna 
tried to use the Sanguis Blade to cut off the lamia’s arm. 

However, the lamia only smiled faintly. Fast as lightning, her other hand easily 
knocked the blade from Luna’s grip, letting it fall to the ground. 

Now, Luna completely lost her chance to resist. “U-Ugh...” 

As the lamia’s right hand continued to increase its strength, the deadly 
sensation of suffocation overwhelmed Luna, almost drowning her. 

‘lm done for... Hubby, I’m sorry...‘ Those thoughts flickered in Luna’s mind. 
“Hahahaha...” 

Just then, she suddenly realized that at some point, the lamia gripping her 
neck tightly had let go and burst into hearty laughter. She sized Luna up as 
she laughed. 

In her crystalline eyes was a mix of inexplicable emotions astonishment and 
admiration. “Y—you...” Luna gasped for breath, staring at the lamia as she 
asked, “Who are you and what are you laughing at?” The lamia’s laughter 
gradually subsided. 

The light in her eyes became even brighter, making Luna feel uncomfortable. 
It was as if the snake-woman was a mother-in— law looking at her son-in-law, 

feeling more satisfied the more she looked. 

Girl. Where did the demon snake’s power in your body come from?” 

The lamia’s voice was pleasant like a chirping bird, sounding like a young girl 
of thirteen or fourteen. It was crisp and gentle, and at the same time, alluring. 

Luna knew that the lamia’s strength far surpassed her own and that the latter 
could kill her with a flick of her hand, so she lowered her wariness. 

As for the demon snake’s power... 



Luna thought about it and replied truthfully, “When | was on Mount Valdez, | 
was abducted by a demon snake. It spun me into a cocoon and transferred all 
its demonic power to me.” 

A look of realization appeared in the lamia’s eyes. She nodded and said, “It's 
no wonder | find it familiar. The demonic power within you came from a demon 
snake. We can be considered of the same origin.” Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

At those words, Luna inexplicably felt a sense of kinship. She looked at the 
beautiful and strangely enchanting lamia in front of her and instinctively asked, 
” What exactly...” 

However, she could not bring herself to ask what the snake-woman was. It 
seemed disrespectful. 

“Are you asking about my species?” The lamia said candidly, “In essence, | 
still belong to the human race. | only gained my current appearance due to 
many twists and unexpected events.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

Human! That word instantly eased Luna’s tension. She always had some 
reservations about facing the unknown and bizarre. 

The lamia said with a complex gaze, “In simple terms, | was parasitized by a 
demon snake through a special method. Then, a fusion occurred, which 
resulted in me taking the form of a half-human, half-snake. People call us the 
Lamiai clan." Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Aclan... That meant there were more of her! 

Luna felt a wave of shock at the lamia’s words. 

Chapter 1257 

Chapter 1257 

She had a feeling that the lamia was about to reveal something 
groundbreaking! The lamia looked at Luna’s eager eyes and smiled. “What is 
your name, girl?” “My name is Luna Crestfall.” 



“Luna... That’s a good name. I'll call you Luna.” The lamia nodded and began 
to tell, “Luna, the origin of the Lamiai clan is from a hidden history many years 
ago.” 

At those words, Luna could not help but straighten up. 

Along, long time ago, there was an unparalleled Martial Saint who had been 
stuck at the ninth Divine Step for many years. She wanted to comprehend the 
final mystery and break through the constraints of the Martial Saint realm to 
enter a brand new world. 

“However, the breakthrough was too difficult, and she was unsuccessful for 
many years. As the end approached, she suddenly had a groundbreaking 
idea. 

“While humans are the most intelligent among all creatures, their lifespan is 
comparatively short, often not exceeding a hundred or few hundred years, 
unlike other species. 

“Thus, she thought: if she could combine herself with a demonic creature, 
would it bring about a breakthrough in lifespan, strength, and ultimately the 
breakthrough of the final realm?” 

Luna’s mind surged like a mighty wave. Ahuman combining with a demonic 
creature... 

It was indeed a thought that few would dare to think of, let alone act upon! 
“Finally, after countless experiments and failures, she encountered a 
tremendous turning point and successfully fused with a demon snake. After 
many experiments, she summarized the experience of fusing with the demon 
snake and greatly increased the success rate. 

“Thus, the first Lamia was born.” Lamia... That was how they originated! 

Luna digested the information for a moment and asked, “You mentioned 
something about the Martial Saint's Ninth Divine Step. What did that mean?” 

The martial realm was split into Martial Lord, Martial King, Martial Emperor, 
Martial God, and Martial Saint... However, the ninth Divine Step was beyond 
Luna’s knowledge. 

“Luna, you should know that Martial Saint is the pinnacle of the martial realm.” 



Luna nodded slowly. 

The lamia continued, “Once an expert reaches the pinnacle of the Martial 
Saint realm, they'll enter a transitional stage known as the Divine Steps!” Visit  
to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Divine Steps?” Luna repeated the words, feeling an inexplicable heaviness. 
“Yes, the Divine Steps!” 

A glint flashed in the lamia’s eyes, and her gaze was full of longing. “The 
Divine Steps are steps leading to the heavens, consisting of nine levels. Once 
you attain the ninth Divine Step, you'll be dealt a heavenly tribulation!” Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

Heavenly tribulation... 

Luna’s eyes flickered with a strange brilliance when she heard the unfamiliar 
but mysteriously powerful words. She could not help but repeat them. 

“Heavenly tribulation...” 

The lamia continued, “Once you overcome the tribulation, you'll enter a truly 
new world, like a carp transforming into a dragon. From then on, you'll be 
unparalleled in the world. You'll have the ability to traverse the heavens and 
earth, and even turn stone into gold. You'll enter the mythical realm of 
transcendents, demons, and fiends,” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

Chapter 1258 

Chapter 1258 

Trancendents! 

Demons! 

Fiends! 

Luna could not help but widen her eyes and suck in a cold breath, her mind 
completely shaken. Traversing the heavens and earth, and omnipotence... 

That was no longer just a realm but a leap in the hierarchy of life! 



“However, the transcendent, demonic, and fiend realms possess 
unimaginable power. How can ordinary people easily touch them? It’s as hard 
as climbing to the sky!” 

The lamia waited for Luna to digest the information and then continued, but 
this time, her tone was much lower. It carried a sense of sadness and 
desolation. 

“After the ups and downs of the Lamiai clan, my predecessors finally reached 
the ninth Divine Step and eagerly attempted to overcome the heavenly 
tribulation. However, they all failed. 

“No one succeeded, and no one survived.” There was a hint of reminiscence 
in the lamia’s eyes, and within that 

reminiscence was boundless fear and sorrow. “It was a transcendent power 
that could shatter everything, leaving behind nothing but ashes.” 

Luna was infected by her emotions and fell silent for a moment. 

The lamia also fell into that sad memory, not saying a word. 

Drip... 

Drip... 

There was only the sound of the occasional ice crystal falling as they hit the 
ground. 

“Phew...” The lamia took a deep breath as if freeing herself from her thoughts 
and forced a smile. “As the last member of the Lamiai clan, | dare not slack off 
and worked diligently all my life. However, I’ve only reached the seventh 
Divine Step. Reaching the ninth Divine Step is a distant dream, and 
attempting the heavenly tribulation is simply nonsense.” 

At that point, she could not help but shake her head with a self-deprecating 
laugh. The seventh Divine Step... 

That realm would be enough to sweep the current ancient martial world, but it 
had not even touched the threshold of going through a heavenly tribulation... 

It showed how challenging the tribulation was! 



“Now...” 

The lamia withdrew her gaze and looked at Luna. A smile appeared on her 
face as if she had put away a dust-covered past. It was a carefree and joyful 
smile. 

“My lifespan is coming to an end. The unique skill of the Lamiai clan, 
accumulated with the countless efforts of my ancestors, was about to end 
along with me, but I've suddenly encountered an outstanding successor like 
you... Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“The heavens are favoring me! Hahaha...” 

The lamia laughed heartily again. “Luna, | tested you earlier. The demon 
snake's power has almost merged with you, giving you the power of extreme 
evil. You are the best inheritor of the Lamiai clan’s unique technique!” Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

Unique technique? Luna’s heart raced, ecstatic. She had just fought with the 
lamia. 

That immense power almost made her unable to muster any fighting spirit. If 
not for the Sanguis Blade, she would not have been able to last a round 
against the lamia! 

Now, the lamia wanted to pass on everything she learned in her life? 

“Luna, let me ask you!” The lamia took a deep breath, her eyes staring at 
Luna intently, and asked solemnly, “Are you willing to inherit the unique 
technique of the Lamiai clan?” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

This was an unexpected stroke of luck. Luna had no reason to refuse. She 
immediately said excitedly, “Yes, | am!” “Good!” The lamia was overjoyed and 
smiled satisfactorily. “I'll pass on everything | learned in my life to you. Luna, 
are you willing to acknowledge me as your master and become my disciple?” 

As she spoke, she looked at Luna with great expectation. 

Chapter 1259 

Chapter 1259 “Yes, Master!” Luna answered readily. Then, she knelt in front 
of the lamia and paid her respects as a disciple. 



“Good. Good!” Seeing this, the lamia’s clear eyes seemed to glisten, and she 
used her inner energy to lift Luna up. “Good, my disciple!” 

The lamia’s expression became serious, and she instructed, “I’ll show you the 
unique technique. You must try to remember as much as possible. Watch and 
listen carefully. Feel with your heart and don’t be neglectful.” 

She spoke seriously, and Luna responded, “Yes, Master.” The lamia nodded. 

Then, she began demonstrating the unique technique of the Lamiai clan. It 
was sometimes ghostly like a monster, sometimes. furious like thunder, 
sometimes vast enough to cover the sky, and sometimes more continuous 
than the spring rain in March... 

Luna watched with fascination, deeply immersed and unable to extricate 
herself. “Done...” 

After an unknown amount of time, the lamia stopped, looking exhausted. 

Luna was still immersed in the demonstration. 

The lamia did not disturb her but waited until she recovered before saying 
slowly, “Luna, next, | will impart all my inner energy to you. The process might 
be a bit uncomfortable, but you must endure it.” 

Luna nodded. Before she could speak, the lamia made a gesture and covered 
the acupoint on the top of Luna’s crown. 

The next moment, the inner energy that the lamia accumulated for countless 
years poured into Luna’s acupoint like erupting magma. The flow of inner 
energy surged like a mighty and unstoppable river. 

In just a few seconds, Luna felt that endless inner energy fill every part of her 
body. It swelled in her limbs and bones, causing aching soreness. It felt like 
she was about to explode. 

Hum... However, the inner energy did not stop and continued like a torrential 
river, fierce and vast. 

There were originally three main forces in Luna’s body-the evil power of the 
demon snake, the violent power of the Sanguis Blade, and the inner energy 
she cultivated by herself under Old Hagstorm’s guidance. 



Now, in the face of the lamia’s unstoppable inner energy, the three forces 
were like small ponds under the wheels of a speeding truck, appearing weak 
and ridiculous. 

At that moment, they could only go with the flow, suppressed by the lamia’s 
inner energy. 

 

In comparison, the Swallow’s Iron Sand that the Swallows’ forebearer, 
Duncan, cultivated for over a hundred years, seemed even more ridiculous. 
The deadly poison in it was cleanly erased, leaving nothing behind. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

After getting rid of the poison and suppressing the power of the demon snake 
and Sanguis Blade, this unprecedentedly powerful force could find no 
opponent and burst out completely. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

Like the world of ice and snow outside, the cold air instantly knocked Luna 
unconscious. 

Of course, even though Luna fainted, the influx of inner energy did not stop. It 
continued for a long, long time until... “Ugh...” 

Luna slowly opened her eyes. 

Soon, scenes flashed in her mind, and she remembered everything. 

The lamia, no, her Master, first demonstrated the Lamiai clan’s unique 

technique, then wanted to pass on all her inner energy. 

However, she could not bear it and fainted. 

“Master...” At that thought, Luna suddenly saw the lamia lying on the ground, 
motionless. A thought flashed in her mind, and she paled, rushing forward as 
quickly as possible. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Chapter 1260 

Chapter 1260 What her hands felt was coldness. 



The lamia’s body had already gone stiff, and her tender and smooth skin had 
become withered and shriveled due to the loss of inner energy... 

Many scales had also fallen off starting from her chest. 

Martial realm experts relied on pure inner energy to sustain their lives at the 
final stage of cultivation. If they lost their inner energy, it signified the end of 
their lives. 

The moment that the lamia prepared to pass on her inner energy to Luna, she 
had already accepted the inevitability of her death. “Master!” Luna let out a 
mournful cry, kneeling in front of the lamia. 

“Master, you passed on your unique skill and your inner energy to me, but you 
left so soon before you had the chance to see me display what | learned...” 

Tears welled up in Luna’s eyes as she bowed her head and muttered to 
herself, ” Rest assured, Master. I'll carry forward the Lamiai clan’s unique 
technique. | won't let you down!” 

After paying her respects, Luna began to examine her current condition. 

Upon inspection, she was overjoyed. She had finally reached the pinnacle of 
the Martial Saint realm. The abundant inner energy in her body also vastly 
strengthened her dantian! 

According to the previous explanation, she should have reached the second 
Divine Step! 

“HL...” 

Luna was so excited that she was at a loss for words. 

As far as she knew, the Insect Ruler was just a Martial Saint. It was still 
unknown whether he had reached the pinnacle. As for Andrius, he was only at 
the early-stage Martial God realm before! 

“Hubby, | can finally be of help to you. | won’t be a burden to you anymore!” 
Luna exclaimed excitedly and hummed. “Halle, you won't have the chance to 
catch up to me anymore! Huh?” 

Luna suddenly realized something. The inner energy in her body had not just 
increased multiplefold. 



The power of the demon snake and the Sanguis Blade that had troubled her 
and changed her temperament had been wiped away by the inner energy that 
the lamia passed onto her, turning into pure inner energy for her to 
manipulate. 

“Rise!” 

Luna became even more excited upon discovering this. She held the Sanguis 
Blade and tried to bring out its killing intent to its limit, but only felt a slight 
vibration in her mind. It did not completely control her. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

This made Luna even more satisfied. She had made the right choice to 
venture to Hidden Adeptus Valley and into Tartarus! 

“That's right...” A glint flashed in Luna's eyes. “What | need to do now is 
remember the unique technique that Master demonstrated. Forgetting even a 
fraction of it would be a great loss!” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

At that thought, Luna sat down and started to comprehend the technique. 
Above the cold pool, Adeptus Cirrus paced back and forth, staring at the pool 
in a daze. Behind him was Rufus, who had finally recovered. 

“Master...” Rufus also looked at the pool, his expression solemn and full of 
remorse. “I’m sorry, | shouldn’t have spoken too much...” 

Adeptus Cirrus paused slightly and asked, “Why are you saying that now?” 
Rufus’ tone was low and full of self—blame. “She's the master of the 
Shrouded Gate. If she dies in the pool, Fleming Manor will suffer the 
vengeance of the Shrouded Gate. | caused this dangerous situation due to 
acareless slip of my tongue... Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“At that time, I'll become the sinner of Fleming Manor...” Adeptus Cirrus could 
not help but laugh. He shook his head and looked at the calm pool water. 
“She won't die. In fact...” 

His gaze became profound and distant as he muttered, “The martial world of 
Florence, and even the world itself, still needs her to create a new order.” 

 


